Quick Start Fit Guide
Find your perfect pair of ClipOn/FlipUp™ Sunglasses

Step 1. Print This Guide
Print at 100% scale on standard “letter” paper

Match a nickel with this image to confirm size/scale is correct

Step 2: Find Your Style

Full Frame Design

• Traditional rimmed styling
• Fits metal frames

Fits Plastic Design

• Modern rimless styling
• Fits plastic and thicker frames

FlipUp™ Design

• Universal rimless styling
• Attached at nose bridge

Step 3: Find Your Shape and Size
Locate the color-coded Clipon style section in following pages
Place your eyeglasses inside outlines to find the shape and size that fit best

Hint: Full Frame and Fits Plastic Clipons expand to fit the width of your optical frame. Look for a shape that completely covers one of your lenses, and it will expand to cover your whole frame.

Hint: Search shape and size on website for styles that fit your glasses

Questions? We’re here to help!

CALL: 1-800-959-9038
ClipOn Fit Guide | Full Frames

Stainless steel frame around the entire perimeter of the lenses

**OVAL 2 48**
Full Frame

**OVAL 2 51**
Full Frame

**REC 1 52**
Full Frame

**REC 1 54**
Full Frame

**REC 1 56**
Full Frame
ClipOn Fit Guide | Full Frames

Stainless steel frame around the entire perimeter of the lenses

**REC 2 52**
Full Frame

**REC 4 48**
Full Frame

**REC 4 52**
Full Frame

**REC 5 48**
Full Frame

**REC 5 50**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses
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---
ClipOn Fit Guide | Full Frames

Stainless steel frame around the entire perimeter of the lenses

REC 5 52
Full Frame

REC 5 54
Full Frame

REC 8 52
Full Frame

REC 8 54
Full Frame

REC 12 54
Full Frame
ClipOn Fit Guide | Full Frames

Stainless steel frame around the entire perimeter of the lenses

**REC 15 50**
Full Frame

**REC 15 52**
Full Frame

**REC 15 54**
Full Frame

**REC 15 56**
Full Frame

**REC 18 51**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses
ClipOn Fit Guide | Full Frames

Stainless steel frame around the entire perimeter of the lenses

**REC 19 52**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

**REC 19 54**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

**REC 19 56**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

**REC 19 58**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

**REC 24 52**
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses
ClipOn Fit Guide | Full Frames

Stainless steel frame around the entire perimeter of the lenses

REC 24 54  
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

REC 24 56  
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

SQR 2 56  
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses

SQR 3 57  
Full Frame

Expands to fit width of your glasses
ClipOn Fit Guide | Fits Plastic Frames
Frameless lenses with wide prongs for plastic and thick eyeglass frames

**REC A 52**
Fits Plastic

**REC A 54**
Fits Plastic

**REC A 56**
Fits Plastic

**REC B 51**
Fits Plastic

**REC B 54**
Fits Plastic
ClipOn Fit Guide | Fits Plastic Frames
Frameless lenses with wide prongs for plastic and thick eyeglass frames

**REC F 54**
Fits Plastic

**REC G 52**
Fits Plastic

**REC G 54**
Fits Plastic

**REC G 56**
Fits Plastic

Expands to fit width of your glasses
ClipOn Fit Guide | Fits Plastic Frames
Frameless lenses with wide prongs for plastic and thick eyeglass frames

**REC G 58**
Fits Plastic

**REC H 56**
Fits Plastic

**REC K 56**
Fits Plastic

**REC M 54**
Fits Plastic
ClipOn Fit Guide | Fits Plastic Frames
Frameless lenses with wide prongs for plastic and thick eyeglass frames

REC M 56
Fits Plastic

REC N 54
Fits Plastic

REC N 56
Fits Plastic

FlipUp Fit Guide
Attaches at the bridge of prescription eyewear

REC 54
FlipUp
FlipUp Fit Guide  Attaches at the bridge of prescription eyewear

REC 58 FlipUp

SQR 58 FlipUp

AV 58 FlipUp

FLIPWAY FlipUp